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1. Being a charming and ---- person, he never 
has problems making friends.

A)   inevitable  B)   reliable
C)   worthless  D)   convenient
 E)   selfi sh

2. Today, most people believe there is actually 
a global culture growing independently of 
each nation’s ---- culture.

A)   individual  B)   universal
C)   general                 D)   symbolic
 E)   widespread

3. The police need ---- proof of his guilt before 
they can act against him.

A)   unconscious B)   irritable   
C)   concrete  D)   fortunate
 E)  sacred

4. The tube passage project submitted by a 
Japanese building company is so ---- that 
there is almost no single detail it doesn’t 
include.

A)   indifferent B)   comprehensive
C)   irrelevant  D)   respective
 E)   mutual

5. We can live without clothes, but food and  
water drinking are ---- for the preservation 
of life.

A)   modest  B)   essential
C)   restless  D)   consistent
 E)   suspicious

6. The use of animals in medical experiments 
has become extremely ---- so it is high time 
some steps were taken.

A)   vacant  B)   previous
C)   barren  D)   reasonable
 E)   widespread

7. I am glad to have gone to listen to his 
lecture, because he presented very ---- 
information about my career.

A)   hazardous  B)   worthless
C)   temporary  D)   invaluable
 E)   competitive

8. In recent months, the fi nal mapping of the  
human genome has extended the range of 
medical treatments available to those  
suffering from ---- diseases.

A)   mutual  B)   various
C)   proper  D)   confi dent
 E)   virtuous
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1.  Raccoons are considered pests in some 
areas and are hunted and trapped ---- for 
their fur and fl esh.

A)   extensively  B)   mercifully
C)   impartially D)   uniformly
 E)   clumsily

2. John left Spain after two months and lived 
---- in New York City and Venezuela.

A)   ambiguously B)   conversely
C)   successively D)   decisively
  E)   effectively

3. When the confl ict began, the soldiers ---- 
sacrifi ced their lives to protect their lands 
and didn’t surrender to enemy forces.

A)   bravely  B)   selfi shly
C)   snobbishly  D)   abusively
 E)   infectiously

4. The baby’s room was ---- lit by a lamp in 
order not to disturb his eyes.

A)   densely  B)   tentatively
C)   timidly  D)   softly
 E)   hazardously

5. Since I was not ---- dressed for the meeting 
yesterday, I was warned by my director 
severely.

A)   familiarly  B)   carelessly
C)   suitably  D)   regrettably
 E)   variably

6.  Johann Julius Walbaum was a physician 
naturalist and taxonomist who was the  fi rst 
to describe many ---- unknown species 
living in the remote parts of the globe.

A)   subsequently B)   intimately
C)   recurrently  D)   previously
 E)   enviously

7. Wood is burned as a fuel ---- in rural areas 
of the world and hard wood is preferred 
over softwood because it creates less 
smoke and burns longer.

A)   viciously  B)   meticulously
C)   laboriously  D)   reversibly
  E)   mostly

8.  The gravitational infl uence of the Moon is 
---- responsible for the tides of the Earth’s 
oceans.

A)   urgently  B)   legitimately
C)   nutritiously D)   intuitively
 E)   chiefl y
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1. Everybody was greatly ---- by the pianist 
and applauded loudly at the end of the 
concert.

A)   impressed B)   terrifi ed
C)   insured  D)   disappointed
 E)   appreciated

2. Due to the continuous meteorite activity on 
the lunar surface, engineers have been ---- 
problems in the construction of permanent 
colonies on the moon.

A)   creating                B)   overcoming
C)   encountering       D)   reversing
 E)   solving

3. Most women don’t quit working when they 
have a child because they don’t think  child-
bearing will ---- with their careers.

A)   handle  B)   interfere
C)   fi ght  D)   keep
 E)   refl ect

4. The organizing board had to cancel most of 
the exhibitions since they couldn’t fi nd any 
companies to ---- them.

A)   fi nance  B)   experiment
C)   regard  D)   preserve
 E)   ruin

5. Tom is very upset, because the Coal Board 
intends to ---- his application to become a 
miner on the grounds that he is too tall.

A)   reject  B)   differentiate
C)   animate  D)   bleach
 E)   object

6. When at last she noticed he would ---- in 
that kind of behaviour she decided to put an 
end to their relationship.

A)   confess  B)   compel
C)   refrain  D)   persist
 E)   confi ne

7. The policeman ---- the woman’s arms 
behind her back and clipped a pair of 
handcuffs on her wrists.

A)   switched  B)   objected
C)   extended  D)   twisted
 E)   committed

8. He claimed to be innocent but he could 
not put forward anything that would ---- his 
claims.  

A)   justify  B)   occupy
C)   afford  D)   diminish
 E)   deceive
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1.  She saved money every month in order to
 ---- her student loan.

A)   pass away B)   look for
C)   pay off  D)   keep up
 E)   take for

2.  Have you ever ---- doing a very important 
homework assignment until the last 
minute?

A)   lived on  B)   come along
C)   told apart D)   stood out
 E)   put off

3.  Having noticed that I was going to miss the 
last train to the city centre, I quickly ---- my 
clothes and called a taxi.

A)   got off  B)   crossed out
C)   put on  D)   got over
 E)   came across

4.  We arranged to meet in front of the library  
at ten o’clock on Friday but Tom didn’t 
---- so I thought something might have 
happened to him.

A)   pass out  B)   turn up
C)   break into  D)   look over
 E)   come into

5. When we ---- our childhood, we can say that 
today’s children are very lucky as they are 
born into a world where technology is the 
dominant factor shaping people’s lives.

A)   look back on B)   bring up
C)   hand in  D)   put through
 E)   hold up

6. We almost ---- laughing when we saw what 
the lady waiting on the corner was wearing 
however she seemed quite indifferent to us.

A)   laid down B)   looked up to
C)   cheered up  D)   burst out
 E)   took for

7. The government has passed new laws 
against ---- forests intentionally.

A)   calling off B)   putting up
C)   burning down D)   dropping in
 E)   taking up

8. Your car will possibly break down soon 
since you don’t ---- it properly.

A)   take down  B)   care for
C)   keep out  D)   get across
 E)   look on
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1. Owing to lack of military support, the United 
Nations feels unable to keep up its ---- in the 
war-torn province.

A)   presence  B)   recession
C)   derivation D)   origin
 E)   root

2. Our Education Department closed down 
educational institutions in isolated 
places because of a ---- of academic and 
administrative staff.

A)   debate  B)   reprisal
C)   shortage  D)   mission
 E)   fl ow

3. The development of the light bulb occurred 
partly as a result of the widespread ---- of 
electricity and the need for cheap, clean 
light.

A)   collapse  B)   discount
C)   alteration  D)   availability
 E)   accommodation

4. The addiction to alcohol begins with the 
earliest sign being the ---- to drink to relieve 
tension.

A)   departure B)   tendency
C)   division  D)   protection
 E)   grievance

5. In these modern times, archery is no longer 
considered a weapon of war and ---- but an 
organized sport.

A)   regulation  B)   destruction
C)   weakness  D)   instruction
 E)   acceptance

6. The increase in population in Austria is due 
not only to the ---- of births over deaths, but 
in particular also an increase in immigration 
since the beginning of the 1990s.

A)   entry  B)   purchase
C)   usage  D)   excess
 E)   reversal

7. Despite the budget ----, the BBC continues 
to make innovative programmes.

A)   impacts  B)   digits
C)   applications D)   brands
 E)   constraints

8. Studies at the DNA level have resulted 
in the production of a vast ---- of new 
biological information about how organisms 
are built and function.

A)   validation B)   conformation
C)   deterrent  D)   vigour
 E)   quantity
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